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Stop foreign aid to human rights abusers like Israel and
Egypt.
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Back to Work
To put American
Wall Street has been restored with $13 trillion in loans and
guarantees, but Wall St. has failed to bring back jobs. Private enterprise can't or won't do it. We need public enterprise. We need the government to fund workplaces that
will hire millions of people directly and permanently in full
time jobs.

Bring the troops home from the wars and the bases.
Raise gas taxes gradually

A Program
Here are some ideas:



 Raise the tax on corporations. (They're sitting on $2 trillion in cash.)
 Add a sales tax to products based on how hard it is to recycle or destroy the used item.


 Have a property tax on stocks and bonds worth over
$100,000. Put a “Robin Hood” tax on stock and bond sales.
 Put a tax on buying and selling on the stock market. A one
penny on a hundred dollar stock sales tax will bring in $100
billion.

out nuclear plants. No new Fukushimas.


Take over the auto industry and build fewer cars.
Work on mass transit like electric powered trolleys in
each city

Have state owned lending like they have in North Dakota. Banks, not casinos.



Hire more farmers to do organic farming using local
resources



Build a strike force to respond quickly to emergencies
like hurricanes, earthquakes and tsunamis



Hire more medical and nursing home workers to build
on our world class medicine

Create jobs for teenagers: leaf raking, snow shoveling,
baby sitting, playground assistance



Hire people to put free Wi Fi in every U.S. city





Put public gyms all over the place to fight the obesity
and diabetes epidemic. Double the number of parks
and playgrounds.



Hire workers to remove lead and other pollutants



Build "green" houses and apartments. Retrofit older
homes.



Start a crash program for solar and wind energy. Phase



Make college free and hire more professors



More adult day care and assisted living centers







Train and hire thousands of mental health workers to
treat the hundreds of thousands of U.S. soldiers suffering from the wars.

Hire neighborhood block watchers

Paying for It

